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Reporting What God Is Doing
Acts 14:27 NIV

It is impossible to describe the tidal wave of blessing that we feel as this ministry has begun the 20th year
of serving mission laboratories. We are so grateful for each of these uniquely gifted individuals who have
come here in response to God’s direction, raising support or serving as volunteers, to cover the many facets
of ministry necessary to effectively address the requests we receive for assistance.
The people pictured here work week after week to correspond with mission personnel to define their needs;
procure equipment and supplies; prepare, repair,
pack, coordinate and ship orders to the field;
handle the bookkeeping and accounting to keep
everything straight; maintain our facility; provide
on-site installation and training to mission
medical staff; provide phone, email and Skype
support to those we serve; process donations and
payments; research and develop new technology
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suited for mission use…and many other related
necessary activities such as maintaining a steady supply of treats and chocolate! We are deeply thankful to
God for His faithfulness and tender care, both of which are especially real to us after recent serious health
struggles for several in our group.
We trust you will praise God with us as you
read the Notes From The Field below. These
expressions of thanks extend also to you who
so faithfully help to make it possible, by your
prayers, time and financial gifts, for all of us
to enjoy the privilege of doing the work of
ministry here – in this time – in this place –
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We are entering a season of new challenges associated with changes in some of the key analyzers available
to us for vital testing in
mission labs. Please pray
for wisdom as we continue
with the evaluation phase
and begin installations and
training for new equipment
at many of the missions we
serve. These will be difficult
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changes for many of the
mission lab techs and we are committed to supporting them in every way that we are able. The responsibility
weighs heavy on us as they are looking to us for guidance of how to proceed. Please also pray for safety
for the movement of staff and equipment around the world in these
changing times.
We are so thankful to God for His protection, provision, promise of
wisdom, presence as we walk the path ahead and we are constantly
reminded that, though we cannot see around the bends, He knows
the entire road!
Grateful for the privilege of
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~ Notes From The Field ~
From Angola after receiving much-needed supplies
Most of all I’m so thankful to God for once again providing us with the means to do what we are called to
do, which is to provide “Health and Hope through Christ”.
From Nigeria after setup of a new lab
The new lab is phenomenal!! They can now do over 70 tests, before there were only around 20. Mark was
able to get blood work done that previously we had to travel to Ilorin or out of the county for…wow awesome
God!
From a missionary physician serving in Papua New Guinea
We greatly appreciate your help. We couldn’t function here without you.
From a physician serving in a undisclosed location
Today I was able to get the ____. PRAISE GOD! Actually, as I was sitting in the office of the head of
customs I was sharing with him some of what I do in country and showing him some pictures, and he was
quite touched…so much that when it came time to pay the formalities of the customs he said that he wanted
to pay the formalities himself because he wanted to do his part in my work of aiding the population. God is
good! Thank you for all that you do in aiding this working.
From a lab tech at a very busy hospital in Liberia
Many thanks to all of you for your help in getting our … analyzer working. We ran tests on it now for a few
days with no problem! God bless you all.
From a physician serving with a short-term outreach team in Honduras
Thank you for this lovely and amazing and much needed service you provide for the clinic!

